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Abstract

The 1 October 1995, Ms = 6.1 Dinar earthquake ruptured a 10km section of
the NW-SE Dinar-C� ivril fault. Discrepancies exist between the published source
parameters, with seismic moments in disagreement by over a factor of two. We use
both SAR interferometry and seismic bodywave modelling to determine earthquake
source parameters. An interferogram generated from ERS-1/2 SAR imagery span-
ning the event and separated by 5 months is used to derive source parameters by a
downhill simplex inversion with multiple Monte-Carlo restarts. Initially we model
the line-of-sight displacements using a uniform slip on a rectangular dislocation in
elastic half space. The resultant model fault plane agrees in strike and location with
the observed surface break, but signi�cant residuals exist in the line-of-sight defor-
mation �eld resulting in a r.m.s. residual of half a fringe (15mm). The residuals are
reduced by segmenting the fault plane, allowing depths and magnitude of slip to
vary spatially. Our best �tting solution, with a r.m.s. mis�t of a quarter of a fringe
(7mm), reveals two distinct areas of slip on the fault plane: a main rupture slipping
by 1.25 m between depths of 1 and 7km, becoming deeper to the SE and match-
ing the observed surface rupture, and 0.73 m of slip to the NW on an along-strike
continuation of the same fault plane, but between depths of 5 and 15 km and not
associated with a surface break. The total geodetic moment (3.9�1018Nm) is nearly
twice as large as published seismic moments based on the inversion of P{waveforms.
We use SH{waveforms in addition to the P{waves used previously to determine a
seismic source mechanism. SH{waves constrain the depth to be shallower than so-
lutions based on P{waves alone, agreeing with the depths from the interferometric
inversion and resulting in a larger moment, although our seismic moment is still
25% smaller than the total geodetic moment.
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1 Introduction

Southwest Turkey forms part of the highly seismically-active Aegean exten-
sional domain [1,2], characterised by N-S distributed extension (Figure 1).
GPS crustal velocity measurements [3] indicate a regional extension rate of
14� 5mmyr�1. In south-west Anatolia the tectionic setting is more complex,
with the Isparta Angle representing the intersection of the Hellenic and Cyprus
arcs [4]. Both NE-SW and NW-SE faults are present, with the former ap-
pearing to be the dominant system. The NE-SW Fethiye-Burdur fault zone,
characterised by left-lateral slip with an element of normal faulting [5], is the
north-eastern extension of the Pliny-Strabo fault zone (part of the Hellenic
arc) and has been the site of a number of large earthquakes this century. At
its north-eastern end, the Fethiye-Burdur fault zone is limited by a NW-SE
striking fault, the Dinar-C�ivril fault.

The 1 October 1995, Ms = 6:1 Dinar earthquake ruptured a section of the
Dinar-C� ivril fault which is characterised by a 60km scarp with up to 1500m
of relief to the NE, although there is only approximately half this relief at the
rupture location. The earthquake created a 10km continuous surface rupture
running along the base of the scarp with a maximum vertical o�set of 25-30cm,
tailing o� to around 15cm at the SE [6] . Landsat TM imagery has been used
in conjunction with a digital elevation model derived in this study to give a
perspective view of the Dinar-C�ivril fault (Figure 2). The topography has a
classic tilted block geometry with a steep scarp against the fault plane and
gently tilted backslope. The earthquake caused extensive damage to the town
of Dinar and killed 92 inhabitants.

There are discrepancies between published seismic source parameters (Table 1)
with seismic moments in disagreement by over a factor of two. The scaling of
seismic momentM0 with fault length L and widthW is fundamentally impor-
tant in seismology and has been studied by many authors, e.g.[7,8]. Accurate
knowledge of moment release is also vital for seismic hazard analysis [9]. In
this study we have used SAR interferometry to separately determine fault
length, width and slip, hence M0, independently of seismology and without
additional information from aftershock distributions. Our geodetic solution for
the source parameters of the Dinar earthquake constrains the seismic moment
to be larger than previous solutions based on P{wave modelling [6,10]. We in-
vestigated the reasons for this using SH{waveforms jointly with the P{waves
used previously.
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2 Source parameters from P{ and SH{ bodywave modelling

A number of published seismic mechanisms exist (Table 1), notably those de-
termined from inversion of P{waves by Eyid�ogan and Barka [6] and Pinar
[10]. These solutions di�er from each other and from the Harvard CMT solu-
tion whose seismic moment is more than twice as large. We sought a source
mechanism using SH{body-wave inversion in addition to the P{waves used
previously. The method and approach used is described in detail elsewhere
[11,12,2]. We used the MT5 software [13] to create a best �t seismic inver-
sion solution (Table 1, Figure 3). [ JAMES: More detail needed on { starting
solution ? Assumptions ? Crustal structure ? Location? ]

Eyid�ogan and Barka, and Pinar discount SH{waves because of noise levels.
However, we found plenty of stations whose SH{waves are clear, with those at
the same position on the focal sphere having very similar shapes (e.g. AAK,
LSA, NIL, and CHTO; or COL and KBS; or SSPA and SJG), so we are
con�dent these SH signals are real. The �t to SH{waves is bad at a few stations
very close to an SH nodal plane (e.g. ERM, HIA, BRVK) as in those cases the
waveforms are extremely sensitive to very small changes in the nodal planes.
At stations away from the nodal planes, and at a wide variety of azimuths,
the �t to the SH waveforms is good (e.g. AAK, LSA, NIL, and CHTO; LBTB;
SSPA and SJG; KBS, and COL).

The principal feature of the source time function is a double pulse, correspond-
ing to two bursts of moment release, or sub-events, with the larger second event
starting about 5 seconds after the �rst. This is a feature of the Eyid�ogan and
Barka and Pinar solutions too, although we constrain both events to lie on
the same fault plane. Our seismic moment is 50% larger than those deter-
mined from P{waves alone, although it is still smaller than the Harvard CMT
solution. The di�erence, between the moment constrained by P{waveforms
alone and that determined from both P{ and SH{wave modelling, probably
arises because of a strong trade-o� between source depth and length of the
source time function resulting in larger seismic moments for events at shallower
depths. Figure 4 shows waveforms recorded at 6 stations from di�erent parts
of the focal sphere. Row A is our best �tting solution and row B is the best
�tting solution with depth constrained to 10km. The deeper source is �tted
by a shorter source time function with a moment which is approximately half
the size of the best �tting solution. Although the �t of the P{waves does not
signi�cantly change with increased depth, the SH{waves are modelled better
by a shallow source thus requiring our moment to be larger than the published
deeper sources.

The shape of the source time function (Figure 4, row A) contains a tail at the
end of the second (main) sub-event giving the time function a total duration
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of 20 seconds. If we limit the time function to 14 seconds duration, removing
the tail, the resulting inversion (Figure 4, row C) gives a solution whose �t
to the waveforms is not signi�cantly worse than in line 1, and whose source
parameters are also negligibly di�erent except for the moment, which has
reduced from 3.1�1018 to 2.7�1018Nm. Thus about 10-15% of the moment in
our best-�tting solution is contained in the tail of the time function, which
is poorly resolved. This gives an indication of the likely error in the moment,
constraining it to 3.0�0:3� 1018Nm.

The published solutions state that the second sub-event is NW of the �rst,
because the time delay between the two pulses in the P{waveforms apparently
varies with azimuth. This critically depends on the onset time chosen for
the P{waveforms: in our inversion this is �xed to the arrival time read on
the (relatively) high-frequency broad band records at all stations. If source
directivity is signi�cant, it will result in a compression of the time function
and waveforms in the direction of rupture propagation and elongation of them
in the opposite direction. There is a suggestion of this in the P{waveforms at
some locations (e.g. MSEY and SJG). Tests using a source propagating NW
(315o) at 2 km s�1 (Figure 4, row D) improved the P{wave �t at several, but
not all, stations but the �t to the SH{waves worsens. We conclude that we
cannot reliably resolve rupture propagation using the P and SH data.

3 SAR Interferometry

Studies of previous earthquakes, the Landers event in particular, have estab-
lished SAR interferometry as a valuable technique for studying ground dis-
placements caused by earthquakes [15{18]. Images acquired before and after
an event in which ground displacements have occurred can be used to gener-
ate an interferogram giving measurements with subcentimetric precision over
a wide area with a high spatial sampling rate.

Coseismic movements from the Dinar Earthquake were measured using ERS
SAR images spanning the event (Table 2, pair A) with a 5 month temporal
separation and a 1165 m altitude of ambiguity (ha); i.e. topographic relief
of 1165 m produces a single fringe. We used the PulSAR SAR processing
software and the DERAin interferometric software, developed by the Defence
Evaluation Research Agency, to create the coseismic interferogram. The orbital
parameters were updated using precise orbits from the German Processing and
Archiving Facility (D-PAF).

The small topographic contribution to the net fringes was removed using a high
resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) constructed from an ERS tandem
pair (table 2, pair B), using the ROI pac software at JPL. The unwrapped
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phase di�erences [19] were converted to elevations [20] with the e�ective base-
line and phase constant being determined by comparing the unwrapped phase
with a medium resolution DEM for the Dinar area (Figure 2).

The corrected coseismic interferogram (Figure 5) shows 21 fringes in the hang-
ing wall of the fault indicating a maximum line-of-sight downthrow displace-
ment of 0.59m. The hanging-wall fringe pattern indicates a slightly asymmet-
rical deformation with the maximum displacement towards the NW end of the
observed surface rupture but about 2km away from it, forming a `bull's eye'
pattern. At greater distances from the surface rupture fringes run sub-parallel
to the strike direction, with fringes widening slightly to the NW before curv-
ing sharply inwards towards the ground break. Only two upthrown fringes
(5.8 cm) appear in the footwall of the fault after the topographic correction.
Coherence in the interferogram is strongly correlated to surface cover with
high coherence over the basal conglomerates in the footwall but low coherence
over the agricultural ood plain of the Menederes river.

In addition to the fringes resulting directly from the earthquake there are two
localised high gradient fringe patterns (S1, S2). S1 lies on the steep moun-
tainside and S2 lies at the base of the slope on alluvial fan deposits. Without
visiting these locations it is impossible to determine what has caused the
displacements but the most likely explanation is some form of land-sliding,
probably triggered by the earthquake.

4 Interferometric Determination of Source Parameters

We digitised discrete line-of-sight displacements at 753 locations along identi-
�able fringe boundaries (where phase = 0 or 2�; Figure 6). The displacement
at each point was determined relative to a nominal zero displacement fringe
away from the inuence of the earthquake. Initially, the event was modelled by
assuming the surface deformation was equivalent to that caused by a uniform
slip on a single rectangular dislocation in elastic half-space [21].

We adopt a hybrid Monte-Carlo, downhill simplex inversion technique [22,23]
to calculate a best �tting model to the fringe pattern. The downhill simplex
method [24,25] �nds minima in the mis�t between observed and model dis-
placements. To overcome the problem of local minima, we used a Monte-Carlo
approach, starting the inversion 1000 times with randomly chosen starting
parameters, the lowest minima being retained as the �nal solution. No con-
straint was used in the inversion with 10 parameters in all being determined
for the single dislocation solution { strike, dip, rake, slip, latitude and longi-
tude, length of scarp, minimum and maximum depth, and a line-of-sight o�set
to allow for an incorrect assignment of the zero fringe.
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In order to ensure that certain parameters remained positive, or within given
bounds, the inversion procedure makes use of auxilliary parameters. For ex-
ample, the length of the fault L is related to a parameter � by L = e�. In
the downhill simplex inversion, � is allowed values in the range �1; L is au-
tomatically constrained to satisfy 0 < L < 1. Also, the depth of the top of
the fault d was constrained to lie in the range 0 < d < dmax by allowing the
downhill simplex inversion to work with parameter Æ in the range �1, where

d = dmax

�
(�
2
+ tan�1 Æ).

We assigned a value of 25 km to dmax in order to loosely constrain the fault
to lie in the seismogenic upper crust. The height of the fault was constrained
in a similar way.

The source parameters constrained by our initial SAR inversion (Table 3)
were used to create a model interferogram (Figure 7a). The model explains
the bulk of the deformation observed in the interferogram with the maximum
displacement in approximately the same location and of the same magnitude,
and fringes sub-parallel to the strike direction. The root mean square mis�t
(15 mm.) corresponds to half a fringe (quarter of the radar wavelength). The
surface projection of the fault plane predicted by the inversion matches surface
observations of ground ruptures [6] almost exactly for location and size.

Despite this good �t over the majority of the fringe pattern, two areas in par-
ticular are not well modelled. Firstly, the shape of the maximum in the model
interferogram does not match the `bull's eye' pattern of the real interferogram.
The maximum in the model is much more elongate, resulting in several resid-
ual fringes (Figure 7b, R1). Also, the fringes in the NW corner of the model
interferogram do not have the observed tightness of curvature, with the far
�eld pattern in the model having smoother, more gradual changes. Again this
results in a signi�cant residual (Figure 7b, R2). It is impossible to remove ei-
ther of these residuals using our single fault model whilst maintaining a good
�t to the remainder of the deformation pattern.

To increase the quality of the �t we tried two approaches, each of which
increases the complexity of the model, either by adding additional fault planes
or by subdividing the plane of the single fault solution. With 9 inversion
parameters per fault, solutions with multiple fault segments required some
restrictions to avoid over�tting the data. Hence segment locations, lengths
and strikes were �xed and we inverted for a single value of dip and rake
applying to all segments. Segment locations were constrained to the position
of our single fault plane model or its along-strike continuation.

By subdividing the single fault solution into 3 separate segments, inverting
for slip and depths for each, we are able to model the `bull's eye' and remove
residual R1. The feature is matched by terminating the fault closer to the
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surface at the NW end of the rupture than the SE, with approximately the
same slip on each segment. Because the improvement in �t resulted from
variations in depth along these segments, we were able to invert for just a
single slip. We also attempted inversions with additional fault segments as
continuations to the single fault solution. A single continuation of the fault
to the NW with slip below 5 km was found to improve the �t at R2. Other
con�gurations with along-strike continuations in di�erent locations, including
continuations to the SE, did not inuence the �t to the interferogram data.

Our best �tting solution was generated from a four segment constrained in-
version, three equal length segments lying on the fault plane from the single
fault solution and an along-strike continuation to the NW. Thirteen parame-
ters were inverted for in all: a rake and dip applying to all segments, slip of
main section, slip on continuation, 4 segment minimum and maximum depths,
and a line-of-sight o�set.

The inversion results (Table 3; Figure 8) show a very good match to the
input interferogram, with all the major features of the original reproduced.
The r.m.s. residual has been reduced from 15 mm to 7 mm, or a quarter of a
fringe, not signi�cantly larger than a typical level of atmospheric noise [26,27].
Our solution implies that there are two separate areas of slip on the fault plane:
a main rupture slipping by 1.25 m between depths of 1 and 7 km, matching
the location of the observed surface rupture, and slip of 0.73 m to the NW on
an along-strike continuation of same fault plane, but between depths of 5 and
15 km and not associated with a surface rupture. The time interval between
SAR acquisitions means that our solution cannot give us information on the
timing of slip in these di�erent areas.

5 Discussion

All the source parameter solutions, whether seismic or interferometric, broadly
agree on the orientation of the fault plane of the Dinar earthquake - striking at
around 135o and dipping at approximately 45o with an almost purely normal
slip. There is more disagreement over seismic moment with estimates from
2�1018[6] to 4.7�1018Nm [Harvard CMT]. P{ and SH{waveform modelling
shows that the estimated depth of the earthquake is crucial in determining
the moment, with the best-�tting seismic solutions having a larger moment
for shallower depths. The interferometric inversion suggests that most of the
slip was shallow, above depths of 7 km. When SH{waves are used in the
inversion for source parameters, the depth of the earthquake is constrained to
be shallower than solutions based on P{waves alone, agreeing with the depths
from the interferometric inversion and resulting in a larger moment. However,
the total geodetic moment is still 25% larger (3.9�1018Nm) than the seismic
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moment (3.1�1018Nm).

The geodetic solution is derived from SAR imagery spanning a 5 month pe-
riod and therefore includes all foreshocks, aftershocks and any post-seismic
displacements in the 3 months after the event. Aftershock locations and mag-
nitudes are available from the Kandilli Observatory and Earthquake Research
Institute (KOERI) network, a regional network for Turkey. Figure 9 shows the
foreshock and aftershocks (Md >= 4) around the Dinar fault which occurred
between the dates of image acquisition, in fact all of this activity occurred
within two weeks of the mainshock. Although the accuracy of the locations
is not known, the activity of these events is con�ned to approximately the
same area as our geodetic model solution. The more widespread distribution
noted by Pinar [10], which included numerous events between 15 and 25km
depth, is not found when observing the larger shocks (Md >= 4) . The total
moment of the foreshock and aftershock activity is suÆcient to account for
the discrepancy between our geodetic and seismic solutions.

[James: what about CMT ????]

Our model terminates a minimum of 1 km below ground despite a surface
rupture being observed. We also found there to have been over a metre of
slip on the fault whereas no more than 30 cm of o�set was observed at the
surface. We model the event using uniform slip on rectangular fault planes.
If the top of the faults are constrained to break the surface, the maximum
displacement in the resultant fringe pattern moves from 2 km away from the
surface rupture to a position alongside it. The evidence suggests that the fault
has non-uniform slip with respect to depth with the average slip over the
majority of the fault plane being over a metre. Our approach was to use the
simplest possible model to explain the interferogram. Constraining the model
to a uniform slip on each fault plane requires the faults to terminate below
ground, not allowing for a tailing o� of slip towards the surface.

Despite a high coherence in the footwall of the fault, we do not match the
displacements well there, with the model predicting less deformation than
was actually the case. Again this could result from afterslip and post-seismic
deformations in the 3 months after the event. Atmospheric e�ects such as the
altitude dependence of the propagation delay of electromagnetic waves in the
lower troposphere [28] could also result in complications in the footwall fringe
pattern, but these are unquanti�able without additional meteorological data.
It is unlikely that the mis�t is caused by an error in the DEM because we
would require errors of over 1000 m to produce a single fringe.

This study has demonstrated the uncertainties that can exist in the determi-
nation of seismic moment and the value of using all sources of information to
address the problem. Source parameters of shallow earthquakes determined
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by bodywave modelling can underestimate the moment by overestimating the
depth of the event. The moment determined using P{ and SH{waves is nearly
twice as large as previously published mechanisms based on P{wave modelling,
though still slightly less than that obtained from SAR interferometry. The in-
version of line-of-sight ground displacements enables separate estimates of slip
and the dimensions of the fault to be made. The shape of the fringe pattern,
to the extent that the coherence of the interferogram allows this to be de�ned,
also contains information about variations in slip and its depth distribution.
Future methods should be able to improve on the simple methods used here
of representing non-uniform slip.
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Table 1. Source parameters of the 1 October 1995 Dinar Earthquake from seismology .

Scarp Lat,Lon M0 / N m Strike Dip Rake Depth No. of waveforms

Harvard CMT 38.06o, 29.68o 4.7�1018 125o 30o 267o 15 km |

Eyid�ogan and Barka[6]
1st sub-event 38.10o, 30.175o b 0.38�1018 135o (�xed) 40o 255o 8 km 10c
2nd sub-event 1.64�1018 135o (�xed) 62o 221o 12 km

Pinar[10]
1st sub-event 38.09o, 30.15o 0.5�1018 121o 34o 261o 10 km 16c
2nd sub-event 1.6�1018 137o 40o 277o 15 km

This study a ????? 3.1�1018 136o 43o 273o 4 km 42d

afrom P{ and SH{waveform modelling.
bHypocentre from USGS-PDE, projected up-dip to surface.
cSolution derived from P{waveforms only.
dP{waveforms (21) and SH{waveforms (21) used to derive solution.

Table 2. Details of ERS data used in this study. All SAR data copyright ESA.

Date 1 Orbit 1 Date 2 Orbit 2 ha B?
y

A) Change Detection 13/08/95 21323(ERS-1) 01/01/96 3654(ERS-2) 1165m. 8m.

B) DEM Generation 22/10/95 2652(ERS-2) 23/10/96 22325(ERS-1) 81m. 116m.

yB? is the perpendicular baseline separation of the satellite orbits;
ha ' 9416/B?

Table 3. Source parameters of the 1 October 1995 Dinar Earthquake from inversion of SAR data.

Scarp Lat,Lon Length M0 / N m Slip Strike Dip Rake Depth

Seismic a ??? b | 3.1�1018 | 136o 43o 273o 4 kmc

Geodetic - 1 fault 38.110o, 30.133o 11.6 km 3.18�1018 1.08 m 133o 52o 289o 0.9 km { 7.0 km

Geodetic - 4 faults
1 Main NW 38.134o, 30.101o 3.79 km 0.98�1018 1.25 m 133o 49.9o 275o 1.0 km { 5.9 km
2 Main Centre 38.110o, 30.133o " 1.03�1018 " " " " 1.7 km { 6.8 km
3 Main SE 38.086o, 30.165o " 0.69�1018 " " " " 3.5 km { 6.9 km
4 NW Continuation 38.158o, 30.068o " 1.21�1018 0.73 m " " " 5.1 km { 15.5 km

3.91�1018

aFrom P{ and SH{waveform modelling [This Study].
bCentroid Location, projected up-dip to surface.
cDepth to Centroid.
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Fig. 1. Location of the 1 October 1995 Dinar earthquake [Harvard CMT solution]
superimposed on a regional shaded relief map generated from GLOBE 1km topog-
raphy database [http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/seg/topo/globe.shtml]. The inclined box
shows the nominal footprint of ERS SAR data used in this study (track 293, frame
2835). Also shown are the major faults of the region [14] and all recorded seismic
activity from the ISC catalogue for January 1995 { March 1996.
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Fig. 2. Simulated 3D view looking SE along the Dinar fault, generated by draping
Landsat TM data (bands 753 as rgb) over the high resolution DEM of the area
generated in this study. The trace of the mapped surface rupture (white line) and
the location of Dinar are shown [6]. Coherence in the interferogram is strongly
correlated to surface type with high coherence over the basal conglomerates but low
coherence over the agricultural ood plain of the Menederes river.
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Fig. 3. P (top) and SH (bottom) observed (solid) and best-�tting synthetic (dashed)
waveforms and focal spheres for the 1 October 1995 Dinar earthquake. Station posi-
tions on the focal spheres are identi�ed by capital letters with waveforms arranged
according to their location on the focal sphere. STF is the source time functon.
Vertical ticks on the seismograms indicate the inversion window.
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A:136/43/273/4/3.145E18

0 30s

0 25s STF

MSEY  PdSJG   Pd LSA   SHd LBTB  SHd SJG   SHd KBS   SHd

B:141/44/279/10/1.69E18

0 25s STF

C:138/44/272/4/2.711E18

0 16s STF

D:137/43/278/5/4.137E18

0 20s STF

Fig. 4. Real (solid) and synthetic (dashed) waveforms recorded at 6 di�erent lo-
cations on the focal sphere. Vertical dashes indicate the length of the inversion
window. A) Best �tting solution; B) Solution with depth constrained to 10 km; C)
Solution with source time function limited to 14 seconds duration; D) Solution with
source propagating NW (315o) at 2 km s�1
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Fig. 5. Interferogram for the Dinar Earthquake showing the location of the surface
rupture (white line). The interferogram has been corrected for topographic contri-
bution using a DEM derived from a SAR tandem pair. S1 and S2 denote the location
of localised, high gradient residual fringes, probably the result of small local land
slips.
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Fig. 6. Location of digitised fringe boundaries, where phase = 0 or 2�, used to
constrain interferometric inversion. Discreet points are represented by black circles
with black lines joining points of equal phase. Also shown are topographic contours
at 250 m intervals from the digital elevation model derived in this study, the location
of the Menderes river (grey line) which ows to the NW at the base of the fault
footwall, and the mapped surface rupture (thick black line).
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Fig. 7. a) Model Interferogram using a best �t single fault model showing the loca-
tion of the mapped surface rupture (white line) and the model fault plane (black
line) b) Residual interferogram, the result of subtracting the model interferogram
from the real interferogram. R1 and R2 denote the location of the largest residuals
using this model.
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Fig. 8. a) Model Interferogram using a best �t model,comprising three segments
along the main ruture (black lines) and a deeper extension to the NW (red line).
The location of the mapped surface rupture (white line) is shown for reference b)
Residual interferogram, the result of subtracting the model interferogram from the
real interferogram.
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Fig. 9. Foreshock (open circles) and aftershock (closed circles) activity (KOERI
Network, Md >= 4) between 13/08/95 and 1/1/96 projected perpendicular to and
along strike. All activity is within two weeks of the mainshock. The radius of the
circles varies proportionally to Md with the largest event being 4.9 and the smallest
4. The location of our geodetic model fault planes are shown and a star indicates
the mainshock location.
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